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Some new results on metric ultraproducts of finite simple groups are presented. Suppose
that G is such a group, defined in terms of a non-principal ultrafilter ω on N and a
sequence (Gi)i∈N of finite simple groups, and that G is neither finite nor a Chevalley group
over an infinite field. Then G is isomorphic to an ultraproduct of alternating groups or to
an ultraproduct of finite simple classical groups. The isomorphism type of G determines
which of these two cases arises, and, in the latter case, the ω-limit of the characteristics of
the groups Gi . Moreover, G is a complete path-connected group with respect to the natural
metric on G .
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r é s u m é

Nous présentons de nouveaux résultats relatifs aux ultraproduits des groupes finis simples.
Soit G un tel groupe, associé à un ultrafiltre ω sur N et une suite (Gi)i∈N de groupes finis
simples, et supposons que G n’est ni fini ni un groupe de Chevalley sur un corps infini.
Un tel groupe G est alors isomorphe, soit à un ultraproduit de groupes alternés, soit à
un ultraproduit de groupes finis simples classiques. La classe d’isomorphisme de G nous
permet de distinguer ces deux cas et, dans le second cas, de déterminer la ω-limite des
charactéristiques des groupes Gi . Le groupe G est, de plus, complet et connexe par arcs
pour la métrique naturelle sur G .

© 2014 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Let (Gi)i∈N be a sequence of groups and let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on N. The (algebraic) ultraproduct
∏

i→ω Gi

is defined to be the quotient of the Cartesian product
∏

i Gi by the normal subgroup {(gi)i∈N | {i ∈ N | gi = 1} ∈ ω}. We
shall consider finite groups that are equipped with a normalized bi-invariant metric, that is, a metric d : G × G → [0,1]
such that d(gh, gk) = d(h,k) = d(hg,kg) for all g,h,k ∈ G . Given a sequence (Gi,di)i∈N of such groups, we define the metric
ultraproduct

∏
i→ω(Gi,di) to be the quotient of

∏
i Gi by the normal subgroup
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{
(gi)i∈N

∣∣∣ lim
i→ω

di(gi,1) = 0
}
.

Metric ultraproducts have been studied in a variety of situations, for example for tracial von Neumann algebras [3],
Banach spaces [4] and more generally metric spaces; see [2] for a survey and more references. The study of metric ul-
traproducts of finite groups with bi-invariant metrics seems to be relatively recent [1,5,9]. Whereas the study of algebraic
ultraproducts is closely related to the first-order theory of groups [12,13], the study of metric ultraproducts fits with the
model theory of metric structures as developed in [2].

Every finite group with trivial centre has a natural bi-invariant metric

dc(g,h) := log | ccl(gh−1)|
log |G| ,

where ccl(g) := {kgk−1 | k ∈ G}. We call dc the conjugacy metric on G; see [9]. Other natural examples of bi-invariant metrics
arise from combinatorics and geometry. For the symmetric group Sn the Hamming distance dH : Sn × Sn → [0,1] is defined by
dH(σ , τ ) := 1

n |{1 � i � n | σ(i) �= τ (i)}|; see [7]. For general linear groups, the projective rank distance dpr : GLn(F )× GLn(F ) →
[0,1] defined by dpr(g,h) := 1

n (minα∈F × rk(g −αh)) is a pseudometric and it induces a metric on PGLn(F ) and its subgroups.
Thus we have natural metrics on the alternating groups and all finite simple classical groups, and they turn out to be
asymptotically equivalent (as n →ω ∞) to the conjugacy metric [9, Theorems 2.11, 2.15]. The proper normal subgroups in
any algebraic ultraproduct of finite simple groups are totally ordered by inclusion and have a maximal element; the quotient
by this element is precisely the metric ultraproduct and so the metric ultraproduct is a simple group [9, Proposition 3.1].

Metric ultraproducts of symmetric groups of unbounded degree with respect to the Hamming distance have gained
attention recently, since a countable group is sofic [6,11] if and only it can be embedded such groups; see [5].

2. The isomorphism problem for metric ultraproducts of finite simple groups

Let G be a metric ultraproduct of a sequence of non-abelian finite simple groups. Using the classification of non-abelian
finite simple groups and a result of Point [8], one can prove that G will be either finite, a simple group of Lie type over an ul-
traproduct of finite fields, a metric ultraproduct of alternating groups (Ani )i∈N with limi→ω ni = ∞, or a metric ultraproduct
of finite simple classical groups of unbounded ranks. We recall that the finite simple classical groups are projective special
linear, unitary, symplectic and orthogonal groups and they are Chevalley groups An(q), Bn(q), Cn(q), Dn(q), 2 An(q2), 2 Dn(q2),
where n is the rank and q is a power of a prime p, the characteristic of the group.

For any sequence (Gi)i∈N of finite simple classical groups with characteristics pi , we define the characteristic of the
sequence (with respect to a given ultrafilter ω on N) to be limi→ω pi ∈ P∪ {∞}. Here, P denotes the set of prime numbers.

There is no difference between the metric ultraproducts of special linear groups and general linear groups.

Lemma 2.1. Let G be a metric ultraproduct of projective general linear groups of unbounded rank. Then G is equal to the corresponding
metric ultraproduct of projective special linear groups. Thus G is perfect and indeed every element can be written as a commutator.

Our main result on algebraic structure is:

Theorem 2.2. Let (Gi)i∈N be a sequence of non-abelian finite simple groups. The isomorphism type of
∏

i→ω(Gi,dc) determines
whether it is isomorphic to a metric ultraproduct of alternating groups or a metric ultraproduct of simple classical groups. In the latter
case, the isomorphism type also determines the characteristic of the sequence (Gi)i∈N .

As a very special case, we have:

Corollary 2.3. The groups
∏

i→ω(Ai,dH) and all groups
∏

i→ω(PSLi(p),dpr) with p a fixed prime are pairwise non-isomorphic.

The proof relies on the study of the structure of centralizers of elements of prime order p in the metric ultraproduct G
of a sequence (Gi)i∈N . Let χ be the characteristic of this sequence. Roughly speaking, if p �= χ , then the centralizer of each
element of order p in G can be shown to have a normal subgroup which is a product of quasisimple groups (whose simple
quotients are themselves metric ultraproducts of finite simple classical groups). On the other hand, if p = χ , then there is
a specific element of order p whose centralizer is essentially a semi-direct product of an elementary Abelian p-group by a
product of simple groups; and every infinite normal subgroup of the centralizer contains this elementary Abelian normal
subgroup. In the case of alternating groups, the second type of behaviour can occur for all primes p. These facts allow us
to distinguish the case of alternating groups from the case of classical groups, and to determine the characteristic of the
sequence (Gi)i∈N from the isomorphism type of the metric ultraproduct.

We outline the arguments in the cases of alternating groups and projective special linear groups. (The arguments for
other classical groups are more complicated.) First, we use the following result to show that an element of finite order k in
a metric ultraproduct of projective general linear groups of characteristic prime to k can be represented by a sequence of
elements which are essentially of order k.
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Proposition 2.4. Let k,n ∈ N, let F be a field with (char F ,k) = 1 and let V be the natural module for GLn(F ). Let y ∈ GLn(F ) and
α ∈ F × . There exist x ∈ GLn(F ) and x-invariant subspaces L, S of V such that

V = L ⊕ S, (x|L)
k = α · 1L and (x|S) = 1S (1)

and

max
{

dim S, rk(x − y)
}
� rk

(
yk − α1n

)
.

Secondly, we need to know that many elements of the centralizer in the metric ultraproduct lie in the image of the
product of centralizers inside the Cartesian product.

Proposition 2.5. Let k,n ∈ N, let F be a field with (char F ,k) = 1 and let x ∈ GLn(F ). Suppose that the natural module V has
x-invariant subspaces L, S satisfying (1) for some α ∈ F ×

q . Let φ ∈ GLn(F ). Then there exists ψ ∈ GLn(F ) with

xψ = ψx and rk(φ − ψ)� 2k2 · rk(xφ − φx) + 3 dim S.

Centralizers of semisimple elements in general linear groups, unlike those in classical groups preserving forms, are fairly
easy to handle.

Proposition 2.6. Let k,n ∈ N, and let F be a field with (char F ,k) = 1. Let α ∈ F × and x ∈ GLn(q). If the natural module V for GLn(q)

has x-invariant subspaces L, S satisfying (1), then the centralizer of x is a product of at most k + 1 general linear groups.

On the other hand, if p is equal to the characteristic of the field, the situation is different.

Proposition 2.7. Let p be a prime and F a field of characteristic p, and let n � 2. Let G be either of the groups SL2n(F ), Sp2n(F ). Then
G has an element x of order p with dpr(x,12n) = 1

2 whose centralizer is a semidirect product A � H having the following properties:

(i) A is an elementary Abelian p-group and H is a quasisimple classical group;
(ii) both A, H contain elements of projective rank length at least 1

2 ;
(iii) the set of commutators [u,h] = u−1h−1uh with u ∈ A, h ∈ H contains elements of projective rank length at least 1

3 (1 − 2n−1).

This leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 2.8. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on N and (ni) a sequence of positive integers with ni →ω ∞. Let (Fi) be a sequence
of fields, let pi = char Fi for each i and let G = ∏

i→ω(PSLni (Fi),dpr). Write:

χ = lim
i→ω

pi .

(a) If x ∈ G has prime order p �= χ then a subgroup of index dividing p in its centralizer CG(x) is an extension of its centre by a direct
product of at most p simple groups.

(b) If χ is finite then G has an element y of order χ such that CG(y) has a non-trivial normal elementary abelian group on which
CG(y) acts as an infinite group.

Consequently, the isomorphism class of G determines limi→ω pi ∈ P∪ {∞}.

The following result for ultraproducts of alternating groups finishes the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.9. Let G = ∏
i→ω(Ani ,dH) be a metric ultraproduct of alternating groups with ni →ω ∞. Let x be an element of G of prime

order p and let C = CG(x). Then C has the form (M � T1) × T2 where T1 is a metric ultraproduct of alternating groups of unbounded
degree, where M is an infinite Fp T1-module which is simple modulo a submodule of order p and where T2 is a metric ultraproduct of
alternating groups of unbounded degree if dH(x, e) < 1 and T2 is finite if dH(x, e) = 1.

It remains to decide whether metric ultraproducts of classical groups of different types can be isomorphic.

3. Geometry of metric ultraproducts

Let (Gi,di)i∈N be a sequence of groups with normalized bi-invariant metrics. Then the metric ultraproduct G =∏
i→ω(Gi,di) is again a metric space, with metric induced by the pseudometric
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d
(
(gi), (hi)

) := lim
i→ω

di(gi,hi)

on
∏

i→ω Gi . It is natural to study topological and metric properties of G . The metric geometry of G reflects asymptotic
features of the behaviour of the metrics di . When the groups Gi are finite simple groups, the most natural choices of
bi-invariant metrics (such as the conjugacy metric and various geometrically defined metrics) are asymptotically equivalent,
and so the topology on G , unlike the metric, is independent of the choices.

Theorem 3.1. Let (Gi)i∈N be a sequence of finite simple groups. Then the metric ultraproduct is either discrete, in which case it is finite
or a classical group of Lie type over an ultraproduct of finite fields, or complete and path-connected.

The non-trivial cases of the preceding theorem again reduce to the study of metric ultraproducts of sequences in one of
the families. Completeness is a consequence of more general facts; see [10, p. 147].

For metric ultraproducts of alternating groups and projective special linear groups we can prove a stronger assertion than
Theorem 3.1. We recall that a metric space (X,d) is called geodesic if, for each pair of points x, y ∈ X , there is an isometric
embedding ι : [0,d(x, y)] → X such that ι(0) = x and ι(d(x, y)) = y.

Theorem 3.2. The non-discrete metric ultraproducts of sequences (Ani ,dH)i∈N and (PSLni (qi),dpr)i∈N for prime powers qi are com-
plete geodesic metric spaces.

The idea for the proof is to build geodesics by writing each element g of (An,dH) resp. (PSLn(q),dpr) as a product of
two elements having distance from the identity element approximately td(g,1), (1 − t)d(g,1) for all t ∈ [0,1]. For the other
classical groups, geodesics can be constructed for enough elements g to ensure that the ultraproducts are path-connected.
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